An EMG-assisted model of loads on the lumbar spine during asymmetric trunk extensions.
An EMG-assisted, low-back, lifting model is presented which simulates spinal loading as a function of dynamic, asymmetric, lifting exertions. The purpose of this study has been to develop a model which overcomes the limitations of previous models including static or isokinetic mechanics, inaccurate predictions of muscle coactivity, static interpretation of myoelectric activity, and physiologically unrealistic or variable muscle force per unit area. The present model predicts individual muscle forces from processed EMG data, normalized as a function of trunk angle and asymmetry, and modified to account for muscle length and velocity artifacts. The normalized EMGs are combined with muscle cross-sectional area and intrinsic strength capacity as determined on a per subject basis, to represent tensile force amplitudes. Dynamic internal and external force vectors are employed to predict trunk moments, spinal compression, lateral and anterior shear forces. Data from 20 subjects performing a total of 2160 exertions showed good agreement between predicted and measured values under all trunk angle, asymmetry, velocity, and acceleration conditions. The design represents a significant step toward accurate, fully dynamic modeling of the low-back in multiple dimensions. The benefits of such a model are the insights provided into the effects of motion induced, muscle co-activity on spinal loading in multiple dimensions.